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What IS Writing Workshop?
Sometimes it helps to understand what something is by considering what 

it is not. Below are characteristics of traditional writing instruction versus a 

writing workshop approach to help explore and think about the difference.
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you place yourself right now? Are you a traditionalist? Are you straddling 

the line between a traditional writing classroom and a writing workshop 

model? Are you ready to try something new and exciting? 

Traditional Workshop

 h The teacher, school district, or 
state designs and implements 
the curriculum.

 h Students practice skills and 
memorize facts, often using 
workbooks and worksheets.

 h Content is broken down into 
discrete, sequential units over 
lengthy lessons that often take 
the lion’s share of workshop time.

 h Largely, the way students learn 
writing strategies is through 
whole-group instruction.

 h Writing topics and writing 
prompts are assigned with little 
attention to choice.

 h Products are the focus—the 
result is more important than 
the process.

 h Avoiding mistakes is important.
 h Summative assessment is 

valued highly, and almost 
everything is graded.

 h Teachers are in charge of 
evaluating and grading.

 h Learning is uniform.
 h Expectations are fairly uniform 

for all students, with no 
evidence of small-group or 
product differentiation.

 h Teacher and students negotiate curriculum, both individually and in 
groups (within mandated constraints).

 h Students actively construct knowledge—the concepts and meanings.
 h Content is presented whole, in meaningful contexts through short 

minilessons, writerly classroom conversations, and an inquiry approach.
 h Processes (planning, drafting, multiple drafts for revision and editing; 

self-evaluation and reflection) are valued as much as the products 
themselves.

 h Taking educated risks is valued. Writers grow because they try new 
strategies, craft moves, and organizational scaffolds.

 h Choice, collaboration, and challenge are greatly valued.
 h Instruction is presented in whole-group and small-group formats, 

partnerships, and one-on-one conferring.
 h Some writing, such as the writing in a writer’s notebook, is not assigned 

a grade.
 h Students are assessed by their performances on meaningful tasks, often 

through portfolios of their work, in conferences, and through daily 
formative assessment that includes record-keeping such as anecdotal 
records, checklists, and audiotapes.

 h Students learn how to reflect on their practices, set goals, and self-assess.
 h Students sometimes do the teaching, partnering with a peer or with 

the teacher. During share sessions and mid-workshop interruptions, 
students can offer valuable tips and suggestions: a noticing, an 
approach to a problem, a topic worth exploring, or scaffolds for 
organization.

 h Learning is expected to be individual and unique. Students are 
encouraged to imagine the possibilities!

 h Evaluation is oriented toward success. Students are expected to create 
something concrete during workshop time.
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